
COAT TREE™

The Coat Tree™ is designed by Sidse Werner. It’s one of the world’s most 
mobile and functional members in this category. The light and fragile look 
hides the paradoxical fact that it is also one of the world’s most robust 
and practical stands: You can hang a surprisingly great number of heavy 
coats on it. The dynamic design is underlined by its ability to blend in 
anywhere and match the style of any room. The coat tree, in addition to 
chromed steel, is also available in three different colours: multicoloured, 
white and multigrey.



DESIGN
Sidse Werner, 1971

DESCRIPTION
Coat Tree™ designed by Sidse Werner, manufactured by Fritz Hansen

The Coat Tree consists of 8 bent tubes with moulded synthetic rounded 
knobs. 

VARIATIONS & DIMENSIONS
Coat Tree is available in multicolour, white, multigrey and chromed. 

Height: 196 cm
Diameter: Ø65 cm
Diameter: Ø28,5 cm

WARRANTY 
Standard goods have warranty for five years against manufacturing defects 
(i.e. materials and design). The warranty does not cover leather and other 
fabrics ordered as customers own or special material. Normal wear and 
tear and damage of covers are not covered by the warranty. Fritz Hansen 
offer up to 10 years limited warranty if the products are registered online  
at fritzhansen.com/my-republic. The warranty for wicker, rugs and lamps  
is 2 years.

SIDSE WERNER 1931-1989
Sidse Werner studied at the school for architecture and industrial design in 
Copenhagen. For some years she worked as assistant in the drawing office 
of Nanna Ditzel. 

In 1969 she received the Danish National Bank’s Jubilee foundation study 
legacy to study plastic production in the USA. Since 1970 she has had her 
own drawing office. 

Sidse Werner has exhibited in London, Paris, New York, San Francisco, 
Cologne, Frankfurt, Hannover, Tokyo, Stockholm and Milan. 
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FRITZHANSEN.COM

Fritz Hansen A/S ® - This documentation and the products and desig- 
nations therein are protected by law, including the Danish Copyright Act, 
Trademark Act and Marketing Practices Act, and may not be used without 
prior written authority from Fritz Hansen A/S. Legal proceedings may be 
instituted against any parties breaching the rights of Fritz Hansen A/S. 

HEADQUARTERS
DENMARK - Allerød 

SHOWROOMS 
DENMARK - Copenhagen / HOLLAND - Amsterdam / ITALY - Milan / 
JAPAN - Tokyo / NORWAY - Oslo / SWEDEN - Stockholm /  
UNITED KINGDOM - London / U.S.A. - New York 


